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ON JUNE 20, 1967, a Houston federal jury convicted heavy-

weight boxer Muhammad Ali—still known to the court as

Cassius Marcellus Clay, Jr.—of willful refusal to submit to

induction into the U.S. armed forces. District Judge Joe E.

Ingraham sentenced him to five years and fined him $10,000. 

The Houston Post apparently played the conviction big. I say

apparently because my only source is a painting displayed

through July 16 at the Whitney Museum of American Art in

the old meat-packing district of New York City. The oil-on-

canvas painting is “Veterans Day” by Celeste Dupuy–Spencer,

born 1976 in Brooklyn. 
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It prominently depicts a yellowing copy of the Post’s front

page, above the fold, displaying the masthead and headlines

(readable), body text (unreadable), and two photographs of

Mr. Ali. The readable text says: “The Houston Post,”

“qqqqq Sports Final,” “Houston, Texas 77002,” “Wednes-

day, June 21, 1967,” “Clay Gets 5 Years, $10,000 Fine,” “In

Congress: Fans Write Cassius Off,” “Remains on Bond to

Appeal,” and a fragment of a headline for a below-the-fold

story: “LBJ Gets . . . .”

In the painting, the framed newspaper hangs on a wall cover-

ed by yellow paper with floral accents. Other painted elements

include two framed photographs, one unframed cartoon, and

an unframed reproduction of Guernica—homage to Picasso’s

famous abstract painting inspired by the 1937 bombing of

Guernica, Spain, by German aircraft. 

The painting also depicts a small calendar with November 11

circled, a phonograph player, house plants, and a bookcase

filled with books, presumably from Ms. Dupuy–Spencer’s

library, about the nexus of art and politics. Sample: Artists on

the Left by Andrew Hemingway, with this subtitle: American

Artists and the Communist Movement, 1926–1956.

“Veterans Day” was part of an exhibit titled “Whitney Bien-

nial 2017,” featuring works by Ms. Dupuy–Spencer and other

contemporary American artists. The Whitney describes Ms.

Dupuy–Spencer this way: 

With her raw, cartoonish painting and drawings, Celeste

Dupuy–Spencer offers wry, sensitive commentary on the

times in which we live. Although unsentimental in her

portrayal of the human condition, she renders her subjects

with directness and sympathy. Whether depicting Donald

Trump supporters at a political rally, well-heeled party-

goers mingling at a swanky art-filled home, or teenagers in

an alley in St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana, each socially

charged scene seems to capture some element of shared
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humanity. In the largest work on view in the Biennial, the

oil painting Veterans Day, she looks at figures who—from

her antiviolent, antinationalist perspective—engaged in

acts of meaningful resistance. These include the Abraham

Lincoln Brigade, the international volunteers who fought

against the forces of Francisco Franco in the Spanish Civil

War; Cassius Clay (or Muhammad Ali, as he was later

known); and Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels.

On the audio guide for the exhibit, Ms. Dupuy–Spencer had

this to say about the cartoon figure in the upper left corner of

the painting: 

I started this painting when Hillary Clinton was going to

be president which, you know, whatever. In the last push of

this painting it turns out we are actually going to have

Donald Trump as our president. To me that painting in the

upper left it's just my psyche and probably the psyche of

almost everybody that I know. Sylvester is chain smoking.

Sylvester the cartoon character. The cat. [Laughs.]

The back story to Mr. Ali’s conviction is well known. On

April 28, 1967, he was arrested in Houston after he refused to

step forward when his name was called at a military induction

center. He had been drafted after the Selective Service System

lowered its educational standards.  

In overturning his conviction, the U.S. Supreme Court said his

claim as a conscientious objector was sincerely held and had

been wrongly denied. Justice Douglas concurred. “What

Clay’s testimony adds up to is that he believes only in war as

sanctioned by the Koran, that is to say, a religious war against

nonbelievers. All other wars are unjust.”

Do any Post Toasties remember working on this story? Is the

painting an accurate depiction of the front page? 
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And what are we to make of the “anti-violent, anti-nationalist”

painter who thinks highly of Marx and Engels, the intellectual

(if that is the word) fathers of communism, the death toll of

which measures, charitably, in the tens of millions. 

Strictly as journalism, how does the Post’s first page hold up?

Was it a good rough draft of history? Or is it useful today only

because it inspired a artist with modest skills as a painter and

badly formed political views? 

And wasn’t it great to practice journalism back when there

was such a thing as a qqqqq Sports Final? 

Darrell Hancock was a Houston Post reporter from 1971–1976. He

viewed and photographed the painting at the Whitney on June 14.
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